„Kammerpreismünze“:
the sign leading to highest quality in wine
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What is the „Landesweinprämierung“ about?

What function has this contest?

The winemakers in Rhineland-Palatinate (RLP)
produce about six million hectolitres wine and
sparkling wine of highest quality – year after year.
Nearly six percent of these products are awarded by
the chamber of agriculture and wine growing with a
„Kammerpreismünze“ in gold, silver or bronze. With
nearly 17.000 products from more than 1.200
vineyards participating on average the
„Landesweinprämierung“ it is the most important
and biggest wine-contest in our state and one of the
most remarkable contests in Germany at all. Six wine
growing areas are located in RLP, the Number-1Wineland in Germany: Ahr, Mittelrhein, Mosel, Nahe,
Pfalz and Rheinhessen. An important thing to know.

Because everyone is looking for best qualities – it's
that simple. We oﬀer the consumer a dependable
guide to the best wines in RLP. A team of experts,
often wine-growers by themselves, check the
products from the diﬀerent growing areas, knowing
about the special characteristics in each area. So the
customer can be sure, that a bottle which is signed
with a „Kammerpreismünze“, contains high quality
wine, made in Rhineland-Palatinate. It is a
consumer's guide to the best wines of RLP.

How to use the results of the contest
Awarded wines directly from vineyards at fair prices:
just have a look on www.praemierung-rlp.de. This
compendium contains all wines, which have passed
the contest with a golden, silver or bronze
„Kammerpreismünze“. Use it like a navigation
system to awarded wines, that ﬁt to your personal
preferences. Have fun and enjoy wines in highest
quality from Rhineland-Palatinate!

